325Kg of Hashish Seized from ANA Vehicle

JALALABAD - Police seized 325 kilograms of hashish from a National Army (ANA) pick-up on Sunday after the ANA pick-up came under attack from foreign forces, leaving all those on board dead.

A local official wishing to go unnamed said five other insurgents were arrested by police in the same area on Sunday morning.

The Taliban have not yet commented on the incident. (Pajhwok)

5 Insurgents Dead in Narang Narine Drone Strike

ZARANJ - At least five militants were killed by security forces after an attack on a dam in the western Helmand province on Sunday.

"We received information that the terrorists were attempting to attack the Kamal Khan Dam," said Sayed Karim Karzai, the mayor of the Kamal Khan Dam in southwest Afghanistan.

The Taliban have not yet commented on the incident. The dam is one of the important projects in the country, according to local officials, who say it will irrigate 85 percent of the land in the area. According to Karzai, the dam is 85 percent done. The third and final phase is scheduled to be completed next year. (Pajhwok)

5 Insurgents Killed after Boiled Attack on Dam

KABUL - A Taliban's shadow district chief and a suicide attacker have been captured in the Nangarhar province.

"The five insurgents were killed in a drone strike in the Lalpura district of eastern Nangarhar," said a police spokesperson. Col. Hazrat Khan, head of the Nangarhar police command.

The local police told a news conference in Jalalabad that the Nangarhar governor had ordered all the provincial departments to remain on high alert.

"The vehicle was carrying 325 kilograms of hashish," smuggled from Baghlan and passed through Kabul, he added. Information was shared with the local police, but they did not believe whether or not the information was true for the personnel. The drug was a very bad problem. (Pajhwok)

Graveling of 10.5-Km Road Gets Under Way in Kunar

ASADABAD - Construction and graveling on a 10.5-kilometer后续路段 has begun in the Noor Abad district of eastern Kunar province.

The road will be graveling and work will continue on the remaining 7.2 kilometers of the road. The third and final phase is scheduled to be completed next year. (Pajhwok)

Taliban Torch WFP Vehicles

KABUL - Taliban militants have tested five vehicles of the World Food Programme (WFP), in northeastern part of Afghanistan.

"They called the authorities and said that the incident took place in Sarabi area of Yathl district yesterday," he said. Taliban captured all five vehicles and set them on fire.

A police spokesperson said that the Taliban have captured the vehicles and set them on fire.

The Taliban have not yet commented on the incident. This happens only when the government officials attack the targets. (Pajhwok)

Outlook Horoscope

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)

The tension is palpable today, distinct in your workplace and in your relationships. You are aware of something that’s about to occur. Although the timing is difficult to determine, you are ready to calibrate your expectations. Your vigilance should continue as you navigate your day. Trust your intuition today. (Main News Page)

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

You are stepping into a new phase of your life, and its energy seems to be quite strong. You’re preparing with great care, making sure that your foundations are strong. Your network of contacts is vital in securing your success. You’re preoccupied with getting your affairs in order, ready for whatever comes ahead. (Main News Page)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)

Taking a conservative route may not get you as far as you’d like, but you’ve got to keep moving. Virgo Solar Eclipse over-arches your 12th House of Secrets. You’re taking a detour to eliminate extraneous activities today, even if this sounds like the most backwards move you’ve made. Sometimes you just have to admit defeat and just do it. (Main News Page)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You may experience unexpected stress on the home front today, but luckily, you are well-handled to handle it. Whatever challenges come your way, your 8th House of Logistics will keep you moving forward. Your think in the right way today, as the Virgo Solar Eclipse falls in your 4th House of Security. You’re taking a deep breath, for world problems, for world problems, for world problems. You want to take care of other people, but you will be caught in the middle now. (Main News Page)

John Davis (Jan. 19-Feb. 18)

Manyaret is a personal development training that will boost your emotional intelligence. If you want to know more about this, please visit our website. (Main News Page)

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 22)

You have much to do today, and your energy is focused on the task at hand. Your Virgo Solar Eclipse is important as the Virgo Solar Eclipse over-arches your 12th House of Secrets. You’re taking a detour to eliminate extraneous activities today, even if this sounds like the most backwards move you’ve made. Sometimes you just have to admit defeat and just do it. (Main News Page)

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)

Today is a good day to take a pause and reflect on your life. You are more in tune with your inner feelings today than you usually are. It’s obvious, you’re very in touch with your inner feelings today, but don’t shut down your emotional needs. (Main News Page)

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

It is apparent that your personal practice really does make all the difference as your Virgo Solar Eclipse is very active today. Your Virgo Solar Eclipse in your 4th House of Security is a forceful aspect that you will be dealing with today. Your personal growth is taking place today, as you are trying to balance your personal and professional life. (Main News Page)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

You have mustered a significant motivation that could remind you of all the hard times that you have faced in your past. Your vision is clear, and you are pushing yourself to make your actions count more often. (Main News Page)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Whether you’re at work or at leisure, you are operating in a slightly complex scenario now. So disregard the distractions today, select your destination and shift into high gear. (Main News Page)

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

It’s crucial to keep your alliances above water. Keep your words and your promises. Your Virgo Solar Eclipse is very active today. You’re under a little bit more scrutiny today. Your Virgo Solar Eclipse falls in your 8th House of Fate. You are under pressure today. (Main News Page)

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

The relationship issues that reassure you now feel all too familiar because they won’t disappear until you address them. You believe in your friends, but there are some problems in people who are less than reliable as the Virgo Solar Eclipse doubles your 7th House of Commitments. Unfortunately, you can’t help anyone else take responsibility for their actions. (Main News Page)